
Against the OddsAgainst the Odds
My Life as an RN with a Hearing Lossy g



Short filmShort film
 http://youtu.be/Hzgzim5m7oUp y g

 We’re going to relate this film to nursing with a hearing 
loss later in this presentation

 Keep in mind that we all have the power of words



Christine Reed SchallChristine Reed-Schall
 RN, BSN,

 Nursing since 2003

 Cochlear implant 2004 (right ear) 

 Hearing aid in left ear

 Diagnosed with sensorineural hearing loss in 5th grade

 Hearing loss progressive learned ASL as a senior in Hearing loss progressive, learned ASL as a senior in 
high school



School YearsSchool Years
 Mainstreamed

 Only my mother knew I had a hearing loss for sure

 Noncompliant with hearing aids after diagnosed

 I hated spelling tests: all those rhyming words!

 Learned to sign as a senior in hs when I worried I 
would not do well in college with just hearing aids



I Didn’t know if I could be an 
RNRN 

 I worried about stethoscopes and being able to hear p g
heart/lung sounds.

 Went to the Association of Medical Professionals with 
Hearing Losses conference.  Tried on different 
stethoscopes

 Meeting other deaf medical professionals who had 
found a way to make it work convinced me that I could 
succeedsucceed.  

 Now I am a mentor to other deaf nurses



Nursing SchoolNursing School
 Sign Language Interpretersg g g p

 Bilateral hearing aids

 At this time I used a Starkey stethoscope

 I chose not to have interpreters in the rooms of patients 
with me

 Senior capstone in dialysis, worked there without 
interpreters after graduation



Are there barriers to entering 
nursing school?nursing school?

 I did not encounter any difficulty enrolling in nursing y y g g
school.  However, I have met people with hearing 
losses who did have trouble entering school.  

 Would it be helpful to tell nursing school staff about the 
Association of Medical Professionals with Hearing 
Losses (AMPHL)?Losses (AMPHL)?

 Could there be less anxiety if staff members knew there 
were deaf nurses surgeons etc?were deaf nurses, surgeons, etc?



Dialysis pre implantDialysis pre-implant
 Dialysis machines always flash a light when they alarm.  y y g y

I watched for flashing lights.

 IV’s: turned up volume switchp

 Not completely comfortable with this strategy, I had 
cochlear implant surgery 6 months after beginning workcoc ea p a su ge y 6 o s a e beg g o

 Took off three months for auditory rehab.



Nursing Post ImplantNursing Post-Implant
 Able to hear dialysis alarms and IV alarmsy

 CapTel phone for drs orders.  I paged drs and they 
would call the 1-800 number for captioning operator, p g p ,
then call me

 Eventually drs began using text messages to e ua y d s bega us g e essages o
communicate with me

 Incoming calls- secretary took down number and IIncoming calls secretary took down number and I 
called them back



Charge NursingCharge Nursing
 Special challenges: lots of incoming calls.  Asked p g g

callers to call back on my captel phone, used amplify 
button more frequently than captions

 In retrospect I should have demanded my own phone 
line

 Fear of being told I couldn’t do it

 As my fortune cookie said, “One of the great pleasuresAs my fortune cookie said, One of the great pleasures 
in life is proving that you can do what others think you 
cannot”.



Home Dialysis EducatorHome Dialysis Educator
 Installed phone line for web captel 800ip p

 Patients called the answering service or my direct 
captioned number.p

 Answering service texted my cell phone

 On call 24/7.  At night, the answering service would 
first call my home phone (to wake me up with flashing 
alarm) and then text the patient’s name and number toalarm) and then text the patient s name and number to 
my cell.  I called back on my CapTel. 



DaVita DialysisDaVita Dialysis
 Most recently, I have been employed by DaVita y, p y y

Dialysis.  

 Chronic outpatient dialysis for people with kidney p y p p y
failure.  

 Installed Captel phone in the unit.  I page the drs and s a ed Cap e p o e e u page e d s a d
they call me back on my own phone line.

 Training: relied on cochlear implant.Training: relied on cochlear implant.  

 This company has been very accommodating 



StethoscopesStethoscopes
 First used Starkey with direct audio input to hearing aid.y p g

 Switched to Cardionics E-scope hearing impaired 
model.  Used headphones, direct audio input, or visual p , p ,
display on a pda

 Now use Think Labs amplified scope (loudest I have o use abs a p ed scope ( oudes a e
used).  It also has an itouch app to visually display 
murmurs.



PhonesPhones
 Web captel from sprint: use with my iphonep p y p

 Talk on iphone with headphones with family members I 
know well

 CapTel 800i – uses internet plus phone, caller does not 
know they are being captioned. This is my preference.o ey a e be g cap o ed s s y p e e e ce

 Of course, text messaging



StrategiesStrategies
 During job interviews, I tell them my needs.  I also g j , y

mention to recruiters, tell me what time to call you, and 
I will use a special captioned phone so I can hear you, 
etcetc.

 When I switch jobs, I keep my hair short for awhile, so 
everyone knows without me having to explain that Ieveryone knows without me having to explain that I 
have a hearing loss.

 I avoid terminology “hard of hearing” or “deaf” I simply I avoid terminology hard of hearing  or deaf .  I simply 
say my hearing is not so good.  I feel like this puts 
hearing people more at ease.



StrategiesStrategies
 I tell my patients, if I don’t answer you, I’m not ignoring you, I y p y g g y

probably didn’t hear you.  You might have to speak up just a 
bit.

 I don’t think about what I can’t do, I only see what the 
solutions are.  

Mi h l J d id h thi k b t th Michael Jordon said he never thinks about the 
consequences of missing a big shot, because negative 
thinking only produces negative outcomes.  I view myself as 
a good listener because I really pay attention when people 
talk.  I don’t see myself as hearing impaired.  I think of 
myself as bionic and bilingual.  



StrategiesStrategies
 Association of Medical Professionals with Hearing g

Losses.  I attended one conference, and keep up with 
the technology on their discussion boards.

I t ll l th t I b f AMPHL d I tell my employers that I am a member of AMPHL, and 
if I have any difficulties coming up with solutions, I have 
resources.

 I use knowing ASL as a marketing strategy.

 I tell employers that I can relate to patients with chronic I tell employers that I can relate to patients with chronic 
illnesses and disabilities and that I am exceptionally 
empathetic.



Establishing TrustEstablishing Trust
 Patients will likely notice a hearing loss.  Do you want y g y

them to find out by experiencing you not hearing them, 
or by telling them?

R t b k t th d f ti th ti t Repeat back at the end of a conversation so the patient 
knows they were understood.  Summarize what you will 
do: (“I will call in your prescription and make an 

i i h h d h I ill b b k h kappointment with the dr, then I will be back to check on 
you”.) 

 If you must remove your hearing aids to use a If you must remove your hearing aids to use a 
stethoscope, my advice is to explain to the patient that 
your stethoscope is extra loud 



Establishing TrustEstablishing Trust
 Ask the patient before leaving the room if he/she needs p g

anything else besides what you summarized.  This is 
good customer service and gives the patient an 
opportunity to fill you in if you missed somethingopportunity to fill you in if you missed something.

 Anticipate questions about your technology.  
Sometimes the questions are funny: “Does that thingSometimes the questions are funny: Does that thing 
translate Spanish into English?”  Try to remain 
composure but have a sense of humor.



TrustTrust
 Difficulty hearing IV’s?  Tell patients and family y g p y

members it’s ok to put on the call light if there is an 
alarm.  Set a timer (watch or phone) for when the IV is 
due to finish. 

 Explain to Drs and RNs what you will need to do to 
receive and make a phone call to them.  Perhaps you 

ill h d i d l li T ll hwill have a designated cap-tel line.  Tell them to expect 
a page with an outside number.  If you make a call from 
web-captel, your caller id will say (608) as the area 
code.  Explain it may seem like they are receiving an 
outside call.  Tell unit secretaries your needs. 



RespectRespect
 Assume that people will respect you for being open p p p y g p

about your needs.  Help others see your Abilities before 
your disability.

 In reality isn’t there some prejudice: does the general 
public believe people with hearing losses can be 
medical professionals? I assume that there is a degreemedical professionals?  I assume that there is a degree 
of prejudice.  How do we address this?  One solution is 
to educate people we encounter.  I often bring up The 
Association of Medical Professionals with Hearing 
Losses.  



DiversityDiversity
 We can assume that having a hearing loss means we would 

enrich a corporation by way of adding diversity.  We are 
valuable members of a group. 

 We can choose workplaces that embrace Diversity For We can choose workplaces that embrace Diversity.  For 
example, when interviewing for a job we can ask if they have 
diversity training programs.  

 Are corporations with Diversity programs more accepting of 
people with disabilities?  I believe so, since diversity training 
emphasizes valuing differences.

 Regardless of a company’s stance on diversity, is it our 
responsibility to show we are competent at a job?



DiversityDiversity
 Fear of unknown: human nature, perhaps.  It is , p p

uncommon for nurses to have hearing losses.  I see it 
as my responsibility to educate others, talk about 
issues put their fears at ease Ignoring the issuesissues, put their fears at ease.  Ignoring the issues 
would be ineffective.

 We will need to have a rapport with our teammates We will need to have a rapport with our teammates.  
We will need to tell our teammates what we need.  For 
example, I ask PCTs to not yell across the room to try 
to get my attention (just come up to me if possible.  
Otherwise, yell really loud)!



AdvantagesAdvantages
 How has having a hearing loss impacted you g g p y

positively?

 Empathy? Ability to quickly assess a patient?  Do you 
t “ ” ti thi th i ?seem to “see more” or notice things others miss?  

 Sense of touch: Are you better able to feel pulses and 
draw blood start IVs?draw blood, start IVs?

 How have you compensated for your hearing loss?  

 We have all developed skills in some areas to cope.



It’s all in how you say itIt’s all in how you say it
Back to the video: which phrase was more effective- “I’m blind p
please help,” or “It’s a beautiful day and I can’t see it”?

 How do we place emphasis on our abilities rather than our 
disability?  

 Culturally we may identify with Deaf populations but we may 
d ib l h d f h i t t th k ldescribe ourselves as hard of hearing, etc at the workplace

 Whether we choose to identify ourselves as Deaf or hoh at 
work be prepared for the need to educate peoplework, be prepared for the need to educate people



ResponsibilitiesResponsibilities
 Responsibility means the ability to respondp y y p

 We can respond to people’s fear of the unknown, fear 
of interacting with people who are different

 It is our responsibility to communicate our needs

 We should take it on ourselves to educate the company We should take it on ourselves to educate the company 
rather than expect the company to educate staff for us

 Strategically earn trust of patients and co-workers- thisStrategically earn trust of patients and co workers this 
begins with being honest about our needs



Discussion and QuestionsDiscussion and Questions
 Any thoughts or comments?y g

 Questions?


